September 23rd – 27th
September 27th

Sept. 24
School Pictures
Sept. 27
Last day of
school before
Fall Break

Our 3rd graders had a great time
building bridges last week! This week we've enjoyed
learning about a baseball great, Roberto Clemente, as well as
continuing to practice writing multi-paragraph essays and
solidify our multiplication knowledge. We are excited to begin
other fun activities such as Art Masterpiece in many of our
classes!
It's hard to believe that we are going in to our final
week before fall break! Please be sure to check your child's
grades on Infinite Campus asap, as teachers will only allow
missing work to be turned in for a specific amount of time.
The amount of growth we've already seen this year is
really something to be proud of! Keep up the great work and
reinforcements at home!

Quarter 1 ends
Sept. 30th- Oct.
15th
Fall Break!

EVERY Friday is
Spirit Day!
Wear your
Haley
gear/colors 

Reading: Roberto Clemente: Pride of the
Pittsburgh Pirates – analyzing cause & effect
relationships, literal & nonliteral meaning.
Writing: Narrative Writing
Grammar: Plural Nouns with -s and -es
Math: Multiplication/Division
STEM: Scientific inquiry process
Social Sciences: Climate of Arizona and Cause and
Effect
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September 23rd–27th

Spelling Words

1. shark
2. check
3. queen
4. circus
5. flake
6. crack
7. second
8. squeeze

9. quart
1.0. squeak
11. quick
12. coldest
13. Africa
14. Mexico
15. black
16. Thank

Challenge Words

17. correct

18. question

Roberto Clemente
pronounced – said clearly and correctly
stands- seats at a stadium or ballpark
fans- great admirers
league – group of teams that complete against
one another
score- to make a point or points in a game
polish- to make shine; to make something better
style- a way of doing something
slammed- hit with sudden force
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